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6 2/22/08 4:34 pm bennett, john godolphin. the first liberation. dance and spirituality - subudworldnews aspect of the whole circle dance experience. interfaith aspects stepping in tandem to a common pulse, as
christians, buddhists, jews, moslems, secular 1. humanists, pagans and "none of the above" we are, it seems,
exploring a spirituality in which differences of belief seem not to matter. participants draw closer to one
another through the medium of a shared pulse, softening perceptions of ... seven questions about subud
culture - subudvision - seven questions about subud culture this essay is an updated version of an essay of
the same title, exploring the same questions, first published in the october 2004 subud sydney reporter.
sebastian flynn, sica chair, writes - subudvoice - subud village (hall 2) where the congress audience will
get to experience first-hand, the stories of some of those who have made an impression on the world through
their experience of the latihan and its effect on their work and their life. siha news - subud international
health association - model includes five aspects of health (relationships with land and environment; physical,
family, social and spiritual health). it touched everybody so much that we decided to do health testing
according to these aspects/levels. insight: an exploration of the spiritual in art insight - interest does
indeed exist in exploring the delicately personal, elusive aspects of our existence. it was clear it was clear from
the results that some succinct translation of our inner experience is possible in the visual arts through coming
events - lightwinnipeg - erin stewart: “what is subud?” subud is a spiritual movement that originated in
indonesia in the 1920s and spread to the west in 1957. subud members practise a simple spiritual exercise
twice weekly. subud is not a religion, nor is it a teaching, but rather it is a process by which one’s life is gradually touched or moved from within. (see the article “what is subud?” on page 3 ... reflections on rejoining
subud - reflections on rejoining subud by margaret pevec i have recently resumed the latihan after a twentyyear hiatus, and the fortieth anniversary of my opening will occur next month. william hubbard his spiritual
journey and the rest - william hubbard his spiritual journey and the rest.... williams spiritual journey probably
started when lizzie was so ill with anorexia soon after they were the diamond approach - john v davis - the
diamond approach shows us the precise relationship between these counterfeit qualities, their attendant
difficulties, and the more real aspects of our nature and our potential.
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